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Where are rooted networks in
digital political ecologies?
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This perspective piece contends that political-ecological relations are already

digital and that feminist analyses help reveal their often-overlooked power

relations. We argue that as digital political ecologies research grows in

popularity, there is widespread omission and forgetting of key epistemological

lessons from feminist political ecologies, such as rooted networks. Here, we

remind readers of rooted networks lessons, and we distill them into suggested

writing strategies for researchers. Such rooted network writing strategies may

seem ine�cient and may take up space and time, but as feminist political

ecologists concerned with digital relations, we see them as necessary.
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Introduction

Over a decade of researching digital political ecologies, we have encountered a

persistent acceptance of abstract knowledge coupled with assumptions about networks

and scale that are specific to digital technologies. We understand that all knowledge is

situated and that writing grounded and contextualized narratives is a form of rigorous

analysis that is necessary in digital political ecology. One way to situate and ground

our work is through the conceptualization of “rooted networks”: “webs of relation shot

through with power” that are rooted in specific territories, spaces, natures and contexts

(Rocheleau and Roth, 2007, p. 434). In this perspective piece, we argue that assumptions

about digital technologies are exacerbating barriers to “putting rooted networks into

practice” (see Cantor et al., 2018, p. 961). As digital political ecologies research grows in

popularity, we see the widespread omission and forgetting of key epistemological lessons

from feminist political ecologies (FPE), like rooted networks. Here, we remind readers

of those lessons, distill them into suggested writing strategies and highlight examples

to emulate. How we write matters. Writing choices can help to situate our lively and

engaging analyses of digital relations in particular places and power relations.

Assuming the digital

Political ecologists increasingly consider ‘the digital’ in their work, because natures

are increasingly digitally monitored, controlled, visualized and mediated. From the use

of drones in countermapping against land grabs in Indonesia (Radjawali and Pye, 2017),
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to algorithms monitoring fishing vessel locations to identify

incidences of illegal fishing (Drakopulos et al., 2022a),

technology is integral to topics typically of interest to political

ecologists. This attention to digital technologies is encouraging,

but we have observed in the writing of some of our political

ecology colleagues (and sometimes ourselves) a treatment of

‘the digital’ ontologically as abstract, vast and universal. This is

easy to do, as much of digital technology is invisible, abstract

and not easily located (Ash et al., 2018): How does a digital

message pass from an agricultural extensionist to a farmer’s cell

phone in Myanmar (Faxon, 2022)? and what kinds of stories,

tensions and relationships emerge where undersea fiber-optic

cables connecting most transoceanic Internet traffic surface at

landings in Papenoo, Tahiti and Vatuwaqa, Fiji (Starosielski

et al., 2014; Starosielski, 2015)?1

Much of digital technology also seems immense and

often overwhelming and unmanageable (Rose, 2016). For

example, recent research by Roberta Hawkins and Jennifer

Silver (Hawkins and Silver, under review) on a conservation

organization that tags and tracks marine animals and educates

and entertains audiences on social media has yielded: publicly

available virtual maps for over 300 tagged animals that can

be searched by time period, species, and location, along with

multi-paged websites, reports, press releases, YouTube videos,

a mobile phone app and thousands of Tweets from about 100

different accounts associated with the organization, going back

years. As a result of encountering this type and quantity of data,

researchers commonly apply quantitative and systematic data

analysis methods while avoiding in-depth qualitative analysis

(e.g., Ladle et al., 2016; Pincetl and Newell, 2017; Nost et al.,

2021).

Assumptions about the digital can also reinforce political

ecology research as principally about large-scale conservation,

energy production, agricultural technologies or environmental

governance, while in our experience, other more mundane

and intimate topics receive little attention, such as digital

birding communities in neighborhood parks or the use of

body-monitoring apps (Nelson et al., 2022). Along these lines,

an abstract, written account of the digital runs the risk of

portraying technology as neutral or apolitical (Nost, 2022).

This may happen more often in work that does not present

the experiences of the individual producers and users of the

technologies under exploration or that fails to situate researchers

in their work. We notice that conclusions drawn in digital

political ecology research lean into ‘universal’ explanations and

tend toward techno-dystopic conclusions where technology

reproduces already existing power relations (e.g., capitalist

exploitation) (Leszczynski, 2020; Elwood, 2021; Nelson et al.,

1 There are e�orts to ground digital political ecology in material

environments, often through a focus on the energy involved in digital

processes (for example, see Lally et al. (2022) on the material impacts of

Bitcoin mining in Chelan County, Washington).

2022). This leaves little space for different lived-experiences and

for nuanced examination of the possibilities and potential that

some digital technologies may foster.

Rooted networks matter

Trained as feminist political ecologists, we can’t help but

notice a disjuncture between these assumptions about the digital

and our own understandings of “rooted networks” in political

ecology. FPE emphasizes that political ecological relations are

not neutral and universal but are in fact gendered, classed,

racialized and shaped through other markers of social difference,

and that this in turn affects material outcomes such as labor

roles, access to resources, environmental responsibilities and

subjectivities, and knowledge production (Rocheleau et al.,

1996; Elmhirst, 2011; Nightingale, 2011, 2013; Buechler and

Hanson, 2015; Harcourt and Nelson, 2015; Harcourt et al.,

2022). FPE reminds us that environmental knowledge is

situated, rooted and partial, necessitating attention to whose

voices and lived experiences inform our understandings of

the world (Rocheleau and Roth, 2007; Mollett and Faria,

2013; Nyantakyi-Frimpong, 2019). FPE “[i]nterrogates power

assemblages, undertakes multi-scalar analyses from the body

to the planet, investigates counter-topographies of connections

across spaces, scales, places and species, and is explicit about its

praxis” (Sultana, 2021, p. 161).

Specifying different meanings of “networks” within FPE and

digital political ecologies is necessary here. As Cantor et al.

(2018, p. 963) explain regarding network metaphors in Actor

Network Theory (ANT) and related discussions preceding and

informing the rooted networks concept, “the term ‘network’

only distantly resembled earlier usage by computer scientists

who popularized it to model technological relationships in

mechanical terms.” Specifically (Alida Cantor and colleagues,

p. 964) argue:

The concept of rooted networks differs from most

network-focused theories in that it is explicitly place-based,

emphasizing the ways in which particular territories

situate and ground socio-ecological relations. It recognizes

apparently discrete territories as emergent from, and

produced by, networked relations between complex

assemblages of disparate things and beings. . . [and] asserts

that human and non-human interactions transpire in

material dimensions in specific places. At the same time,

territories are conceptualized as more than discrete spatial

polygons. They are relational, particular, material, and

manifest across multiple scales.

Rooted networks and FPE more broadly offer many insights

of relevance to digital political ecologists. We argue elsewhere

for a feminist digital natures (FDN) approach that “combines

feminist epistemologies and practices with an understanding

that digital technologies mediate and co-produce many natures”

(see Nelson et al., 2022). Here, we focus on writing as a key
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TABLE 1 Questions to guide rooted networks writing.

Writing strategy Prompt questions

Ground narratives in

place relations and

natures

What is material about the processes and the

technologies under investigation?

Where do power dynamics touch down in

physical locations?

Center other voices and

lived experiences

Who is designing and using the technology

under study?

What are lived experiences of the outcomes of

these technologies?

Whose voices/experiences are excluded from

this work? Which methodologies allow for better

hearing those voices?

Write in the

researcher(s)

How do I encounter these technologies?2

How does it feel to use these technologies or spend

time away from them?

How did I understand this technology, topic or

natures before and after researching them?

What kinds of data emerged, how are they partial,

and how do I interpret them?

Open up room for

possibilities

Have I taken a techno-dystopic viewpoint? Why?

What else is happening in the power relations I am

researching or describing?

What evidence of “glitches” in the assumed design

and use of these technologies is there?

How could/do activists and social movement

actors use these technologies?

actionable and longstanding feminist strategy. As scholars we

are always making decisions about writing – choosing words,

tone, structure, style and voice – often while trying to figure

out what to include or exclude to meet word limits, publisher

requirements, and reviewer demands. Recent attention to the

importance of stories in political ecological work highlights what

particular writing choices can do analytically and politically

in communicating complex points (Harris, 2022). Below, we

offer four suggested writing strategies and highlight examples

to emulate. These examples are not necessarily from digital

political ecology but from related fields and they are not all

mobilizing rooted networks concepts, however they illustrate

how our work can become more situated, and lively through

writing choices. In Table 1 we also offer questions to prompt

researchers to get started (or keep going!) in situated and

grounded writing.

2 Consider using or adapting the app-walk throughmethod (Light et al.,

2018) to guide a closer reflection on using and experiencing various

technologies.

Ground narratives in place relations and
natures

Rooted networks research in FPE brings abstract versions

of network thinking and analysis back down to Earth through

grounding these processes in territories, places and natures

aiming to “articulate the territoriality and materiality of

networks as assemblages, which may be simultaneously rooted

and mobile” (Cantor et al., 2018, p. 959). This is a common

practice in ethnographic writing, but we see it less in research

that engages with the digital. When digital analyses are

grounded in specific places and natures, readers can understand

the simultaneously material and virtual aspects of digital

technologies, the socio-ecological influences and implications of

them and as a result, the nuanced power dynamics underway.

This is exemplified in Ingrid Nelson’s (Nelson, 2016a,

2017) work in the miombo woodlands of central Mozambique,

where she applies a much broader and more longitudinal

definition of “technology” (e.g. kinds of “tools” or practices)

in her work; only some of which are digital and many of

which are simultaneously quite “old” and contemporary. Part

of understanding contested land, forest and kin relations amidst

repeated development and environmental intervention requires

paying attention to both longstanding embodied practices such

as daily sweeping of the dirt around the home (Nelson, 2016b),

which asserts many temporal layers of presence in a place,

and digital ‘technologies’ brought by outside loggers, rural

extensionists and development aid groups such as GPS devices

for resolving boundary disputes and digital video-recordings

of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) meetings about

land deals (Nelson, 2016a). The narrative descriptions in her

work allows readers to ground what could be abstract socio-

ecological and technological relations in practices, places and

forests. Doing this kind of rooted network analysis requires

methods that trace these relations through ethnography, in-

depth interviews, reading, listening, community engagement,

being in a forest, and engaging technologies with critical

attention and curiosity.

Center other voices and lived experiences

One of the goals of FPE and rooted networks is to

“conduct analyses that unearth multiply-situated knowledges

within networks” (Cantor et al., 2018: 959). We have noticed

that digital political ecology work does not seem to share this

goal. Not only are multiple voices and knowledges overlooked,

but we commonly see the exclusion of any human participants.

This is accomplished by referring to the work done by

institutions (e.g., WWF), corporations (e.g., Alphabet Inc.),

reports, maps, data or algorithms, often missing the fact that

people constitute these entities. Stories that engage them in
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the practices of technological design and use can bring the

lived experiences of digital political ecologies to the forefront

for readers and ground an analysis in material, embodied and

emotional ways. Researchers often collect these stories through

in-depth interviews, event or digital ethnography and critical

discourse analysis.

Sandra McCubbin’s (2020) work on the killing of Cecil

the Lion by an American trophy hunter in Zimbabwe, and

subsequent online reaction is a good example of weaving

together multiple voices on an issue. Here, we read the voices of

conservationists and field biologists who digitally tracked Cecil;

local wildlife guides and social media users who protested the

killing online, garnering global attention; an American celebrity

distraught at Cecil’s death and a Zimbabwean author surprised

and puzzled by the outraged Americans who seemed “to care

more about African animals than about African people” (Nzou,

2015 cited in McCubbin, 2020, p. 199). What McCubbin’s

approach offers is a nuanced look at global political ecological

power dynamics, concepts like spectacle and ultimately the

“mutability” (2020, p. 201) of digital political ecology practices

and processes.

Another example is Eric Nost’s (Nost’s, 2022) work analyzing

how specific people (e.g., scientists and planners) actually

use ecosystem modeling data to make decisions for coastal

restoration planning in Louisiana, USA. Through a detailed

analysis, with multiple participant views, Nost illustrates how

various components of data infrastructures are (de)politicized,

providing insights into the production of data for environmental

planning. Finally, researchers such as Jessica McLean (McLean,

2020) have written accounts of the lived experiences of activists

engaging digital technologies for social justice as they confront

systemic power relations.

Write in the researcher(s)

Work on rooted networks is grounded in feminist theory,

one key element of which is that there is no view from nowhere

(Haraway, 1988). As researchers we have a particular perspective

on our work – even when that work is digital and seemingly

abstract. Reflexive narrative writing is one effective way to

include the researcher in the work while also describing data,

such as a study site, and performing elements of data analysis

through writing. We are not advocating for a total centering of

the researcher, but rather a need to refuse assumed neutrality. As

Pamela Moss and Kathryn Besio (Moss and Besio, 2019, p. 313)

argue regarding auto-methods in particular,

In writing their lives, researchers. . . can, for example, use

their own life to organize, bound, and shape their inquiry.

Or they can analyze their own lives alongside the experiences

of the people whom they have talked with or interviewed. Or

they can trace pathways of power by recounting encounters

they have had with institutions. . . .auto-methods [are] long-

standing feminist research approaches that treat researchers’

own stories and experiences as data.

One example of this is at a plenary lecture3 where political

ecologist Farhana Sultana (Sultana, 2022) included excerpts

from words she wrote as a student, “. . . mainly for the haunting

of the words today, how it resonates with contemporary

climate politics, and reflecting how the personal is always

political.” This writing grounds her engagement with concepts

like climate colonialism through bringing in the researcher’s

embodied, emotional and situated lived experiences. Similarly,

Robyn Longhurst (Longhurst, 2013, 2016) writes that her own

experiences connecting with her children over Skype inspired

her research interests and her in-depth examination of others’

experiences mothering through digital technology.

Researchers studying digital technologies also pursue auto-

methods and reflexive writing to describe their experiences

using apps. Lauren Drakopulos et al. (Drakopulos et al., 2022b)

use narrative vignettes to describe their use of citizen science

apps. The vignettes describe the app design and function but

also include research experiences and emotions navigating these

technologies. More thoroughly, Jacqueline Gaybor (Gaybor,

2022), used diary writing to chronicle her use of a menstrual

cycle tracking app for over a year, allowing her to reflect on the

disembodied production of bodily knowledge and the effects the

app had on her own assessment of whether or not her body

was “normal.” In all these examples, including the voices of

the researchers allows for the political-ecological relations and

technologies under study to be grounded and contextualized in

particular people, places, relations and lived-experiences.

Open up room for possibilities

Our final suggestion for a more feminist ethos in writing

digital political ecologies is an effort to move away from the

tendency to see digital research through a techno-dystopic

lens or to interpret all power dynamics as hierarchical or

deterministic (as critiqued by Ash et al., 2018; Leszczynski,

2020). Sarah Elwood (Elwood, 2021, p. 210) encourages

a feminist relational ontology that may reveal how digital

technologies can encourage “thriving otherwise.” She reminds

us that: “[D]igital objects, praxes and ways of knowing

always contain possibilities for unanticipated forms of agency,

subjectivity, or sociospatial relations” (Elwood, 2021, p. 211),

meaning that they must be considered in ontologically open

ways where creativity, re-assembly, resistance and “glitch

politics” (see Russell, 2012) are always possible. This aligns well

with the social movement orientation of rooted networks and its

3 Political Geography Specialty Group Plenary at the virtual Annual

Meeting of the American Association of Geographers in 2022.
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generative goals of coalition building and collaborative problem

solving (Cantor et al., 2018).

Eben Kirksey et al. (Kirksey et al., 2018) offer this type of

openness in their analysis of a project that tagged Cockatoo birds

with numbered leg bands and encouraged residents of Sydney,

Australia to report bird sightings on Facebook. The authors

describe the agency of the birds in their relations with the

humans who feed them on their balconies and the importance

of the Facebook page as a “lively forum for discussions about

the exploits of particular birds as well as cockatoo behavior

and ecology.” They present some of the potential harms of the

project (e.g., the potential culling of locatable nuisance birds) but

they focus the article on the potential of the project to generate

multi-species friendships (Kirksey et al., 2018).

If political-ecological relations are co-constituted by digital

technologies (among other things), then researchers in this field

must pay more attention to the moments where these relations

are constituted in ways that do not reinscribe existing and

dominant power relations, for example, moments where activists

use digital technologies to disrupt common representations

of nature (Hawkins and Silver, 2017) or environmental

management or resource distribution decisions (Checker, 2017).

Discussion

Writing rooted networks into digital political ecologies

involves: including contextual elements like place relations

and environments, centering multiple voices allowing

for more nuanced and situated analyses, including the

researcher in the work, and opening up room for alternative

possibilities. These writing strategies take up space.

Sometimes, as writers we feel that we cannot justify this

nuanced, multi-vocal and narrative approach. We often

prefer the short-cut and would rather summarize and

move on.

Writing places, people, researchers and possibilities into

digital political ecologies also takes time: to collect, to craft and

weave, to read and interpret. In our current cultures of speed,

where publishers nudge us to promote our work via brief Tweets

or we are pushed to prioritize quantity over quality, it may seem

as though we don’t have the time or space for rooted networks.

We advocate otherwise. Rooted networks can be a form of slow

scholarship (Mountz et al., 2015). Following these suggested

writing strategies whenever possible can make our writing on

digital political ecologies more engaging, clear and accessible

to readers.
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